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course, within forty-five miles, though our speed had been much
lower than expected. We had been in the air nearly fourteen hours;
visibility began to get poor, and we determined to land and take
sights of the sun for our position, for we had no fuel to spare. We
had no knowledge of what the surface might be like, and it was
misty on the ground, but we landed safely at 21.55 oa November 23,
though we crumpled the fuselage in landing.
This was the first of our four landings during the crossing, and
twelve of the nineteen hours here were spent in taking observations
to check the position of this our first camp, which we will call
Camp I. After getting one position line, it was necessary to wait
two or three hours to get another line crossing the first at an angle
sufficient to give a reasonable intersection. I went out once to get
exercise between the observations, but the monotony of the terrible
expanse of endless white got on my nerves, so that I was glad to get
back into the four walls of the tent. There are twenty-four hours of
daylight in this region at this time of year, and that, too, wears on
the nerves. The temperature was 15° below freezing. During our
nineteen hours here we strung up the antenna wires on the bamboo
sledge-poles, worked the sledging-set transmitter by hand, and kept
on sending calls, both general and to the Wyatt Earp, but we got
only one response during the twenty-two days of our journey across
Antarctica, and that was: "We can't hear you." The dead reckon-
ing position of the camp was lat. 80° 28' S., long. 141° 02', but our
ground speed had been much over-estimated; for the position as
determined by our observations was 80° 20' S., 104° W. And we
had not then overcome the trouble with the sextant. When its index
error was eventually discovered and the sights recomputed, it proved
to be 79° 15' S., 102° 35' W. The snow on the high plateau was
granular and packed so hard that the skis of the plane made little
impression. The surface elevation was 6400 feet, and the plateau
extended with slight undulations in all directions.
The Pole lay 750 miles south, Dundee Island 1,550 miles behind
us, the coast-line of the continent several hundred miles to the north,
and the Bay of Whales 750 miles ahead. It was here that I raised
the American flag, and so far as that act would allow, claimed tjhc
sector between longitudes 80° to 120° W. for the United States,
having already in my mind named it James W. Ellsworth Land

